



Useful Stuff 



Layout	

Tango is not much bigger than a large car but has large blind spots so be sure 
to set mirrors and use reverse camera to get  good view all round. 

	





Fuel		
Diesel. The filler cap is on the passenger side. The small door over it is held closed by 
the passenger door. Just open the passenger door a touch to release the filler cap door. 
The tank will be full when you collect the van, so please return it full. 


Gears	
There are 6 forward gears and reverse is top left position. There is a 
sprung lever on the gear stick that needs to be lifted to allow reverse gear 
to be elected. 


Swivel	seat	
All four bolts need to be unscrewed (anticlockwise) and pulled upward so the small 
spigots on the sides fit through and (having given a 
small turn) rest above the slots in the base – this 
keeps the bolts up and out of the way. The chair 
should then spin quite easily. If it doesn’t, check 
that it hasn’t been jammed by the bolts, or that 
other obstructions aren’t jamming it. Before driving 
away, line the seat base up, and make sure each 
bolt is screwed partly in before tightening them all 
the way. The seat is not safe to be driven if bolted 
in facing backwards.  



Roof 
Raising the roof provides more space to move around, reveals an additional bed, and 
provides additional ventilation…essential when cooking. To raise the roof, release the 
two webbing straps and push up the elevating roof by the two black handles. Next raise 
the sleeping platform, first by placing a hand against the hinge toward the rear of the 
van, for support, s you then push up from the front of the platform. Both the roof and 
sleeping platform are on hydraulic struts and should lift with ease. 


To stow the sleeping platform and lower the roof, first ensure that the long black elastic 
strap connecting the two canvas sides is fastened into its buckle. Lower the sleeping 
platform in a single move before slowly lowering the roof by the handles. Doing this with 
the side door opened will ensure that excess air is expelled and that the canvas will all 
be kept inside the roof. Have a quick walk around the van to make sure no canvas is 
poking out of the sides of the roof. Check that the webbing straps are pulled down tight 
in the grips, and tie the ‘tails’ neatly away. 


Be sure, when raising or lowering the roof/platform, to do so equally on both the left 
and right sides. If while driving, the roof is making excessive noise, or there is a strong 
draft, stop and make sure the roof is strapped down tight.




Kitchen	
• Plates, bowls, cutlery, utensils, pots and pans are all stowed in the drawer and 

cupboards in the kitchen unit. 


• The sink drains to the ground beneath the van. Great in a field. Not so great in a 
car park. Just be aware. 


• There is a small table stowed away behind the rear seats, accessible via the rear 
door. This hooks on to the rail fixed to the kitchen unit. 


• The water tank is in the cupboard in the very rear of the van. Make sure it is full, 
and that the submersible pump has been carefully placed all the way to the 
bottom of the tank before closing the lid. If the tap does not run, make sure that 
there are no kinks in the hose emerging from the tank, and make sure the power 
is switched on at the power manager.


• The fridge will eventually run the battery down if left running a couple of days 
without driving, or using the electric hook-up. If the fridge is not needed, 
reducing the cooling level or switching the fridge off can preserve battery life. 
Controls are to the left, inside the door. The fridge will automatically detect when 
the van is connected to main electricity, and switch to using that.


• The gas tank is in the cupboard beneath the sink. Remember to turn the safety 
cut off (just inside the cupboard door) to the off (horizontal) position before 
driving away. The cooker can be started by means of an electric ignition switch.




Power	
The lights, fridge, waterpump and 12v power outlets in the van are powered by an 
auxiliary leisure battery, which is located beneath the driver’s seat. The battery charges 
as you drive but if you are going to be stationary for any length of time, say >48 hours, it 
will run flat eventually, particularly if the fridge is in operation (This won’t affect the car 
battery that starts the engine which is utterly separate). If you are going to be stationary 
at a campsite that offers electric hook-up, then you can connect this to the van which 
will both recharge the leisure battery and power the electricals. The three pin 240v 
outlets (like you have at home) will only work when the van is connected to mains 
electricity (see below).


Light switches are mounted on the pillar to the inside right of the rear sliding door, 
tucked down by the rear seats. 


When stationary, only use the wall mounted power outlet in the rear of the van (not the 
cigarette lighter in the dashboard ashtray). 


If you wish to use the stereo while stationary, ensure the small round switch beneath the  
stereo display unit (next to the is switched to the right and this will allow it to run 
without the keys in the ignition.


There is a power manager is located in the small cupboard beside the rear seat/bed. 
You should only ever need to touch this if the van is going to be parked without mains 
power for a long time, in which case you may want to switch both the main circuit and 
the water pump circuit switches to “Off”…bear in mind, this kills power to the fridge.  

Mains	electric	hook	up	
The connector is located beneath the bonnet. Withdraw the blue plug from its holster, 
and connect to extension cable (stowed beneath passenger seat). Once connected 
firmly, the bonnet can be closed to gently, to allow the cable to trail out from beneath 
the bonnet. Extension cables in the rear cupboard. Ensure that the red power switch on 



the power manager (see above) should be in the “ON” position (right) and illuminated 
when connected. 


Hea=ng	
The van has a built-in heater that runs off diesel in the fuel tank, and exhaust is vented 
safely away from the vehicle. The heater controls are located on the floor behind the 
drivers seat, Pressing and holding the power switch on the small black unit beside the 
rear power outlets will activate the heater. The temperature can be controlled by 
pressing and holding the left or right arrows to decrease or increase heat.  


	



Sun	Canopy	
Stowed in the cupboard beneath the rear seats. Unpack this carefully, so you don’t 
loose any of the pegs. Take the end with the stiffened bead and thread this into the 
multirail on the side of the van. This can then be pegged out using the guy ropes, and 
poles used to adjust the height of the canopy.


Please ensure the canopy is dry before packing away, and that all pegs are placed back 
inside the peg bag. 	

Main	Bed	
The rear seats are fitted with seatbelts and can be used to carry passengers. They’re a 
comfy place to sit and read while parked up but, of course, they also fold down to make 
the main bed. There are a few levers to find, but it’s worth it! 


1) Slide your hand in the gap to the right of the seat cushion and lift the small black 
handle. Keep the handle raised as you lift the seat forward from the rear until it is all 
the way forward and horizontal. 




2) Find the metal handle directly behind the now now-extended seat, and lift this to 
slide the entire bed forward as far as it will go. 


3) Find the long back bar just beneath the rear cushion and lift this to release the rear 
cushion and allow it to fold forward flat. 


4) Slide your hand into the right hand side of the remaining seat back and depress the 
small black handle to lower the seat back flat. 


 




If	things	run	less	than	smoothly…	

Small	things:	
• Jump leads are beneath the front passenger seat, just in case


• Wheel brace and jack are  also beneath the front seat 


• Tyre pressure gauge is in the glove box, and tyre pressure should be around 
41psi


In	case	of	actual	break-down:	
In the first Instance, CALL BRYAN: 07749703747


Failing that, the van is covered by a recovery policy that will either recover the van to 
the nearest garage or recover it (and passengers) home. If you need to arrange recovery 
yourself, phone: 0800 777 192 or 0330 100 3241 from mobile. 


If you need Breakdown Assistance in Europe, please call: 00800 1330 3939

When calling the recovery agent, you should have the following information available: 


• The vehicle’s registration number – PN63 USS


• Insured name, home postcode and contact details – Bryan Cosgrove, 6 
Victoria Avenue, Levenshulme, M19 2PB


• Policy number - FLT/FCV/9400009813


• The make, model and colour of the vehicle: VW T5 Transporter, Orange.


• The location of the vehicle.


• An idea of what the problem is, if you have one.


• SOS Box number (where applicable).

Help on motorways - If you break down on the motorway, go to the nearest SOS 
emergency phone box. Ask the police to contact the 24-hour emergency helpline on the 
above number. 



Inventory	

Kitchen Cupboards

Beneath passenger seat 
• Electric hook-up cable plus domestic adapter 
• Emergency triangle 
• Jack and Wheel brace 
• Screen wash 
• Cab curtains x 3 
• Mallet 

Beneath rear seat/bed 
• Sun canopy  
• Picnic Blanket 

Via rear door 
• Removable breakfast table x 1  

Beneath	cooker	
• Mugs x 4 
• Tumblers x 4 
• Plates x 4 
• Bowls x 4 
• Knife, spoon, fork, tea-spoon (each) x 4 
• Bottle opener x 1  
• Cafetiere x 1  
• Mocha pot x 1 

Drawer	beneath	sink	
• Cheese grater x1 
• Cutting knives x 2  
• Can opener x 1 
• Utensils: wooden spoon, spatula, 

serving spoon, ladle x various 
• Tea towel 
• Washing up liquid 
• Bin bags	

Lower cupboard 
• Chopping board x 1 
• Milk pan x 1 
• Saucepan and lid x 1 
• Frying pan x 1 
• Kettle x 1  
• Colander x 1 
• Collapsible washing-up bowl x 1  
• Gas bottle x 2 (1 connected, plus 1 spare) – if both bottles runs out while you are 

away, simply take to a garage or outdoor store to exchange for a full one. We will 
reimburse you upon your return. 



• 25L water container and submersible pump x 1  - PLEASE ENSURE THIS 
CUPBOARD DOOR IS CLOSED BEFORE CLOSING REAR VAN HATCH DOOR!
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